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Abstract. We propose a way to understand the evolution of an open quantum system
using a description that dispenses a continuous evolution in time, by discrete operators
entangled states, in its most direct and fundamental way. We show that the successive
application of these operators in very small time intervals reproduce continuous
evolution. It describes and compares the temporal evolution of an open quantum
system of three levels, for which the Lindblad equation is solved to obtain the density
matrix function of time, a method is developed to find Kraus operators time dependent
and also finds constant Kraus operators differentials operate computationally n times
evolving in discrete-time ∆t = τ = t/n. It is seen in the example of atom cavity
inside a reservoir that by calculating the distance and the relative error we define is
a relationship with the evolution of discrete steps and physical variables as ω which
presuppose a natural discretization found time.
1. Introduction
The study of the decoherence due to the interaction between a quantum state and its
environment [1], related to the practical use of quantum computing systems [2], is an
area of greater interest both physical and technological [3, 4, 5]. The phenomenon of
decoherence is intrinsic to the degree of entanglement of a quantum system and its
interaction with the environment, which in many cases is considered as a thermal bath
having many degrees of freedom, causing a loss of coherence when a measurement is
independent of the state of the bath [6, 7] .
Entanglement as a quality of a physical system that is unique to quantum mechanics
[8, 9], is a resource for quantum communication [10, 11] and quantum computing
[12, 13] is often an advantage in the preparation of states with a definite, measurable
and in proper condition persists in time feature. This is used as information ,
establishing analogues of classical states via the specific preparation of a state with
a given entanglement. The dynamics of the quantum states used for information, and
the degree of entanglement between them, are complementary problems requiring an
initial evaluation of the interaction of a quantum system with a cavity in which it is
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contained, and the environment, measuring the degree of entanglement which modifies
them. This dynamic solution, corresponding to the Lindblad equation [14] for the
density matrix given an initial condition, can be written as operators so as to take into
account: the dissipation in the thermal bath, the information system’s interaction with
the cavity, and the solution of such operators’ evolution of the density matrix, which is
not unique. The interaction of the atom–cavity system with its environment that we
have analyzed has an analytical solution that can be written as Kraus operators [15] not
developed in other works in detail. There are more than one group of Kraus operators
that solve the problem because there is some freedom in how we choose the matrix
elements in the chosen representation, which shows that decoherence does not occur
equally in every part of the entanglement which is measured in the system. This allows
selecting possible relationships between the initial states with comparable coherence
times with the possibility of making operations or changes between them. Moreover,
the measurement problem persists in the Hilbert space that corresponds to the states
containing the information. Also, there are operations that can be simulated in an
enlarged space [16], in this case an arrangement is given extra dimensions, for the Kraus
operators.
2. A system of an atom–cavity in a reservoir
We consider the atom–cavity system in the microwave regime, in contact with a reservoir
at very low temperature (T → 0). This allows direct measurements of the effect of the
atom–cavity and the cavity–environment couplings. In such a situation, it is possible
to analyze the time evolution of a specific state using the Lindbland equation (the
semigroup master equation) [14]. This can be solved analytically in this system, using
its explicit form (for ~ = 1) [17, 18]
dρ(t)
dt
= −i[Ha +Hc +Hac, ρ(t)] + κ[2aρ(t)a† − a†aρ(t)− ρ(t)a†a] (1)
where Ha =
1
2
ωegσz, Hc = ωca
†a, and Hac = −iΩ2 (aσ+−a†σ−) are the Hamiltonian of the
atom, cavity, and atom–cavity interaction, respectively. κ is a decay constant that is
related to the quality factor of the cavity Q, and κ = ωc/Q. All other values σ+ ≡ |e〉〈g|,
σ− ≡ |g〉〈e| are up and down operators of the atom and σz ≡ |e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g| is related
to the spin flip operator in the Pauli algebra of matrices.
In the above equation, we consider the resonant case, ωeg = ωc = ω and initially
an empty state for the cavity. Then there is at most one state of excitation in the
atom–cavity system. The Hilbert space is given by three vectors, which we denote by
|1〉 ≡ |e0〉, |2〉 ≡ |g1〉, |3〉 ≡ |g0〉
Here, |e〉 is the excited state of the atom, |g〉 is its ground state, |1〉 is the presence
of photons in the cavity, and |0〉 otherwise.
Eq. (1) can be developed into the differential equations
dρ11(t)
dt
= −1
2
Ω (ρ12(t) + ρ21(t)) (2a)
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e
g
(a) |1〉 ≡ |e0〉
e
g
(b) |2〉 ≡ |g1〉
e
g
(c) |3〉 ≡ |g0〉
Figure 1: (a), (b) and (c) are representations for the three basis vectors
dρ22(t)
dt
=
1
2
Ω (ρ12(t) + ρ21(t))− κρ22(t) (2b)
dρ12(t)
dt
=
1
2
Ω (ρ11(t)− ρ22(t))− 1
2
κρ12(t) (2c)
dρ21(t)
dt
=
1
2
Ω (ρ11(t)− ρ22(t))− 1
2
κρ21(t) (2d)
dρ33(t)
dt
= κρ22(t) (2e)
dρ13(t)
dt
= −1
2
Ωρ23(t)− iωρ13(t) (2f)
dρ23(t)
dt
=
1
2
Ωρ13(t) +
(
−κ
2
− iω
)
ρ23(t) (2g)
dρ31(t)
dt
= −1
2
Ωρ32(t) + iωρ31(t) (2h)
dρ32(t)
dt
=
1
2
Ωρ31(t) +
(
−κ
2
+ iω
)
ρ32(t) (2i)
describing the density matrix components ρkl(t) then we find the solutions for ρkl(t),
where k, l, m and n takes the values 1, 2 or 3, which satisfy the relation
ρkl(t) =
∑
mn
Fmnkl (t)ρmn(0) (3)
The resolution process is changing in vector form the density matrix as follows:
˙[ρ(t)] = A [ρ(t)]⇒ [ρ(t)] = eAt [ρ(0)] = F (t) [ρ(0)] (4)
where [ρ(t)] ≡ ( ρ11(t) ρ12(t) ρ13(t) ρ21(t) ρ22(t) ρ23(t) ρ31(t) ρ32(t) ρ33(t) )T
and A is the matrix extract to Eq. (2), F (t) = eAt
The functions Fmnkl (t) are elements of the matrix F (t) and the accompanying values
ρmn(0) are the elements of the initial density matrix. The functions F
mn
kl (t) can also be
determined from three generating functions (Λ+(t),Λ−(t), Λ0(t)) and eiωt:
Λ±(t) ≡ g(t)
sinh
(
Ω
√
γ2−1
2
t± φ
)
√
γ2 − 1 , Λ0(t) ≡ g(t)
sinh
(
Ω
√
γ2−1
2
t
)
√
γ2 − 1 (5)
where γ ≡ κ
2Ω
= cosh(φ) and g(t) = e−κt/4. When the system is mostly dissipative,
γ > 1 and Ω > 0 the argument of these generating functions is real and decreases.
Otherwise γ < 1 and κ > 0 have oscillating behavior and decrease.
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Now if we want to express the complete solution of the density matrix ρ(t) in its
spectral form, it would be
ρ(t) =
∑
kl
ρkl(t)|k〉〈l| (6)
If we substitute in (6) the Eq. (3), we have
ρ(t) =
∑
kl
(∑
mn
Fmnkl (t)ρmn(0)
)
|k〉〈l| (7)
After some calculations, in order to arrange conveniently the last equation, we have
ρ(t) =
∑
mn
(∑
kl
Fmnkl (t)|k〉〈l|
)
ρmn(0) (8)
Here what is inside the parentheses should be noted: it contains the evolution of the
system which is independent of the initial conditions of ρ. This is very useful when
analyzing decoherence, because the initial matrix elements can continually change at
our convenience.
3. The Kraus dynamic mapping for the evolution of an atom–cavity system
From Eq. (8), the proposed mapping ϕ should take the form of a sum operator [15]
ρ(t) = ϕ (ρ(0)) =
∑
µ
Kµ(t)ρ(0)K
†
µ(t) (9)
This means that, for this other way to express ρ(t), we have operators Kµ(t) that enable
the evolution of the matrix ρ(0) up to a time t, where N is the dimension of the Hilbert
space and µ is a value up to N2 − 1 [17]. Now if we write the spectral expression of the
ρ(0), we have
ρ(0) =
∑
mn
ρmn(0)|m〉〈n| (10)
If now we place ρ(0) of the last equation into (9):
ρ(t) =
∑
µ
Kµ(t)
(∑
mn
ρmn(0)|m〉〈n|
)
K†µ(t) (11)
This, after sorting in the most convenient way to compare with Eq. (8), gives us
ρ(t) =
∑
mn
(∑
µ
Kµ(t)|m〉〈n|K†µ(t)
)
ρmn(0) (12)
This form will allow us to determine the evolution of each element |m〉〈n| using the
Kraus operators. If now we match Equations (12) and (8), since both are ρ(t), we have∑
mn
(∑
kl
F klmn(t)|k〉〈l|
)
ρmn(0) =
∑
mn
(∑
µ
Kµ(t)|m〉〈n|K†µ(t)
)
ρmn(0)(13)
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From this last equation, we can see that every element of ρ(t) evolves in such a way
as to satisfy ∑
kl
F klmn(t)|k〉〈l| =
∑
µ
Kµ(t)|m〉〈n|K†µ(t) (14)
General Solve 
Lindblad Equation
Explicit evolution 
in Kraus form
One to one 
comparison
Explicit Kraus Operator
Figure 2: In the diagram µ takes values between 0 and µmax. The value µmax = 0, 1, 2...
is chosen for adequate comparison.
3.1. The approximation of the Kraus operators and the explicit determination of the
operators Kµ(t)
We define the operators K˜µ [17] as
K˜µ =
{
I+ Aτ µ = 0
Lµ
√
τ µ > 0
(15)
In the particular case under consideration, A and Lµ are 3 × 3 matrices. This
definition of K˜µ is required to obtain the Lindblad equations in an analytical way.
For small values of τ , expanding to first order, and ordering the result of adding in a
convenient manner, yields
ρ˜(τ) =
∑
K˜µρ(0)K˜
†
µ ≈ ρ(0) + τ
(
Aρ(0) + ρ(0)A† +
∑
µ
Lµρ(0)L
†
µ
)
(16)
This can be compared with the complete solution for the density matrix ρ(t), Eq.
(9), for small times τ , obtaining a first approximation
K˜0 = I+ Aτ =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
+
 0 −Ω2 0Ω2 −κ2 0
0 0 iω
 τ (17)
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K˜µ>0 = Lµ
√
τ =
 0 0 00 0 0
0 ℓµ 0
√τ (18)
This must satisfy
∑ |ℓµ|2 = κ. In this way we can get the form of the Kraus operators
for small times τ .
Now, if we want to determine the Kraus operators Kµ(t) in general, we must determine
the functions Fmnkl (t) in Equation (14). As the operatorKµ(t) [17] is part of a summation
over the subscript µ running from 0 to the maximum dimension of the Hilbert space,
which is 32−1, we must test in which of the cases would Equation (14) be fulfilled. Here,
each Kµij (t) is an element of the time dependent array Kµ(t). As ρ(t) was obtained in
terms of Fmnkl , and as it is a function of e
iωt and e−iωt, which are complex functions, but
the generating functions Λ+(t), Λ−(t) and Λ0(t) are real functions (see Section 2), we
can find a relationship that should exist with each element of ρkl(t) and Kµij (t) that
also fulfills the condition of renormalization, i.e.:
N2−1∑
µ=0
K†µKµ = I (19)
Here N is the number of dimensions of the system, so in our case the sum would reach
a maximum of nine summands including zero.
If we want to analyze cases of finding Kraus operators with different summands we
obtain:
• Case ρ(t) = K0(t)ρ(0)K†0(t) (µ = 0)
By comparing the elements of the matrix K0(t) satisfying Equation (14) it can be
seen that no solutions are possible because there are more equations than unknowns
in its development.
• Case ρ(t) =∑1µ=0Kµ(t)ρ(0)K†µ(t) (µ = 0, 1)
By comparing the elements of the matrix K0(t) and K1(t) satisfying Equation (14),
it can be seen that there are only particular solutions when the generating functions
take on trivial values, which we can express in the following table:
For Ω→ 0 κ→ 0
Generating functions
Λ− = −e−κt2
Λ0 = 0
Λ+ = 1
Λ− = − cos (Ωt/2)
Λ0 = sin (Ωt/2)
Λ+ = cos (Ωt/2)
Table 1: In the case of Ω = 0 there is no interaction between the atom and the cavity
(they evolve independently), while for the case of κ = 0, there is no interaction between
the atom–cavity system and the environment
• Case ρ(t) =∑2µ=0Kµ(t)ρ(0)K†µ(t) (µ = 0, 1, 2)
As in the previous cases, to compare the elements of the matrix K0(t) and K1(t)
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satisfying Equation (14), we obtain three equations with four unknowns. If one
of the unknowns is held fixed, we can say there are different Kraus operators (the
solution to the defining equation of the Kraus operators). A example could also be
K0 =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
+
 Λ+ − 1 −Λ0 0Λ0 −Λ− − 1 0
0 0 eiωt − 1
 (20)
K1 =

0 0 0
0 0 0
−
√
λ+√
2
−2γΛ20+
√
λ+λ−−4γ2Λ40√
2λ+
0
 (21)
K2 =

0 0 0
0 0 0
−
√
λ+√
2
−2γΛ20−
√
λ+λ−−4γ2Λ40√
2λ+
0
 (22)
where 2γΛ0 = (Λ− + Λ+) and λ± = 1− Λ20 − Λ2±. Finally, once all the elements of
the matrices Kµ that satisfy the preconditions are determined, we have a tool for
developing a better analysis of the system.
On the other hand, since Kµ(t) in the last case is given for any time, we can identify
the value of ℓµ of Equation (17): it would be in this case ℓ1 = −(
√
3−1)
√
κ
2
√
2
and
ℓ2 = −(
√
3+1)
√
κ
2
√
2
.
Since τ is sufficiently small, we can repeat Equation (16) several times with increasing
values so that we have ρ(t) ≈ ρ˜(nτ), where n≫ 1. Since the value of τ physically is not
a differential but rather is a small value of time, we determine a range of values using
the norm of the matrix, both the density matrix and each Kraus operator. This will
allow fixing the values of τ that would approximate to a measurable value.
With what has been obtained up to this point, we can say that when we solve the
Lindblad equation, Eq. (1), we treat it like a differential, i.e. we replace ∆ρ
∆t
→ dρ
dt
,
therefore the time is considered as an infinitesimal value, but physically, the evolution
would be discrete for ∆t≪ ω−1. The discrete evolution is expressed by Eq. (16) where
τ = ∆t = t/n. In the next section, we analyze and compare the continuous evolution
of Eq. (9) and the discrete evolution of Eq. (16), several studies indicate the presence
of a discrete time [19, 20].
4. Graphical analysis
For this analysis we take as the state |ψ(0)〉 = (cos θ|φA〉+ sin θ|φA〉) ⊗ |0〉. Then the
corresponding initial density matrix used in Section 2 (Fig. 1) would be
ρ(0) = |ψ(0)〉〈ψ(0)| = cos2 θ|3〉〈3|+ sin2 θ|1〉〈1|+ sin θ cos θ|3〉〈1|+ sin θ cos θ|1〉〈3| (23)
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Therefore it will be in matrix form:
ρ(0) =
 sin2 θ 0 cos θ sin θ0 0 0
cos θ sin θ 0 cos2 θ
 (24)
Now we use this initial density matrix to compare the density matrices of a continuous
evolution (using the explicit formula for the matricesKµ) and the discrete approximation
for small increments of time τ , given by Equations (9) and (16), respectively. We define
the norm of a matrix to be its maximum singular value. Figure (3a) is matrix norm for
the values of κ = 2, Ω = 4 and ω = 2 as a function of θ differents as the initial condition
of the state and time t ∈ [0, 3], the line blue is show too in the figures (3b) where are
the different norm of part the Kraus operator here the contribution of each individual
system evolution oprerador Ki shown. Note that its importance in the evolution of the
total. In the figure (4a), the matrix norms of ρ˜(1) (approximative) and ρ(1) (analytic)
are shown, it can be seen that for values greater than n (the number of discrete steps)
it approaches the solution given by the analytical value. Figures (4b) is the distance,
D = Norm[ρ˜(1) − ρ(1)] , defined as the norm of the matrix of the difference between
ρ(t) analytic and ρ˜(nτ) numerical.
Figure (5a) shows the Relative Error, RE = Norm[ρ˜(t)]−Norm[ρ(nτ)]
Norm[ρ(t)]
versus θ . Figure
(5b) shows the Relative Error versus n that means the number of divisions of time and
the number of steps in the iterations.
Figure (6a) shows the Relative Error aproximation, REaprox =
ω2
n
, versus n and
Figure (6b) shows the comparation to RE and REaprox versus n, this allows us to
control the system within a physically acceptable discrete evolutionary process because
relation the RE with the number of steps in the iterations.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Plot for κ = 2, Ω = 4 and ω = 2, . (a) Tridimensional plot for ρ(t), for
different initial conditions θ ∈ [0, π] and different time t ∈ [0, 3]. (b) Particular case,
Norm for ρ(1) (blue) and norm for action in individual operatorsK0, K1 and K2 on ρ(0)
as a function of θ
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: To ρ(1) and the same conditions of Figure 3 and different initial conditions
θ ∈ [0, π] (a) The numerical norm ρ˜(1) that depend of n. The analytical solution ρ(1)
(in blue line) is indicated by n =∞. (b) The Distance (D) that depend of n
(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) In logarithmic scale, the Relative Error (RE) and different initial
conditions θ ∈ [0, π] , for κ = 2, Ω = 4 and ω = 2 , where n means the number of
steps in the iterations, (b) In logarithmic scale the Relative Error and n, the number
of steps in the iterations for diferent value of κ, Ω and ω. The subscript indicate the ω
value (cω)
(a) (b)
Figure 6: (a) In logarithmic scale the relative error calculate in the aproximation
REaprox =
ω2
n
and the number of steps in the iterations for diferent value of κ, Ω
and ω. The subscript indicate the ω value (fω) (b) In logarithmic scale the comparation
to RE and REaprox
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5. Conclusions
The matrices K (Kraus matrices) explicitly allowing the control of all the variables
in the studied system were found. In the case ρ(t) = K0(t)ρ(0)K
†
0(t) there is no
solution for a single Kraus operator. In the case ρ(t) =
∑1
µ=0Kµ(t)ρ(0)K
†
µ(t) only
nontrivial solutions of an uncoupled system or a closed system are obtained. In the
case ρ(t) =
∑2
µ=0Kµ(t)ρ(0)K
†
µ(t) there exist several complete solutions (available only
for µ ≥ 2), which allows at least one variable that can control more the other variables
and therefore there are additional solutions for new interpretations and conclusions.
The explicit development of the Kraus matrices has led to understanding that their
equations are compatible with the Kraus condition of Eq. (19).
The studied system gives us the basis for studying, with greater detail,
mathematical developments using Kraus operators. Having an analytical form for the
Kraus operators has led us to compare the number of steps in a numerical solution that
can be valid since there is a controllable variation of the steps, this is a unique feature
of the solution. Although the system is forced numerically to evolve in discrete steps,
you can search for an equal value that is compatible with the physical variables (ω, Ω,
κ) to occur in a manner acceptable analytical development, establishing a relationship
between the solution by Kraus operators and approximate semigroup Linbland via the
equation. This relationship between τ and ω is directly in the system in which the system
saves the information in the atomic degrees of freedom. A relationship was developed
between norm Relative Error depends on steps number, for control time discretization.
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7. Appendix: A
[ρ(t)] ≡

ρ11(t)
ρ12(t)
ρ13(t)
ρ21(t)
ρ22(t)
ρ23(t)
ρ31(t)
ρ32(t)
ρ33(t)

, A =

0 −Ω2 0 −Ω2 0 0 0 0 0
Ω
2 −κ2 0 0 −Ω2 0 0 0 0
0 0 −iω 0 0 −Ω2 0 0 0
Ω
2 0 0 −κ2 −Ω2 0 0 0 0
0 Ω2 0
Ω
2 −κ 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ω2 0 0 −κ2 − iω 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 iω −Ω2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ω2 iω − κ2 0
0 0 0 0 κ 0 0 0 0

F (t) =

Λ2+ −Λ+Λ0 0 −Λ+Λ0 Λ20 0 0 0 0
Λ+Λ0 −Λ−Λ+ 0 −Λ20 Λ−Λ0 0 0 0 0
0 0 e−itωΛ+ 0 0 −e−itωΛ0 0 0 0
Λ+Λ0 −Λ20 0 −Λ−Λ+ Λ−Λ0 0 0 0 0
Λ20 −Λ−Λ0 0 −Λ−Λ0 Λ2− 0 0 0 0
0 0 e−itωΛ0 0 0 −e−itωΛ− 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 eitωΛ+ −eitωΛ0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 eitωΛ0 −eitωΛ− 0
λ+ 2γΛ
2
0 0 2γΛ
2
0 λ− 0 0 0 1

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